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My name is Burak Yağız Güllü, I am a junior student in Ankara Yükselen College. 

I am going to be serving as the Under Secretary-General of the JCC (Joint Crisis Committee) Star 

Trek:  

Federations vs Klingons Committee.  

I know that each of us is connected to and knows more or less about the Star Trek universe. 

Throughout this study guide, I have tried to tell you everything from the history of the klingon and 

the federation to the deadlines. Our date will be 2364, but I want you to remember something. The 

Federation and the Klingons were on very tight ropes in those years. I didn't give excessive details 

about weapons and similar ships, but you will be able to get information as a result of future updates 

throughout the committee and of course the directives you wrote.   

I assure you that we will have so much fun and an unforgettable experience together. Please read 

all of the study guide. I also highly recommend you to read the wikis about your side at the end of 

the study guide, they include EXCLUSIVE AMOUNT OF information about your side and your 

allies. For your further questions and inquiries please do not hesitate to contact me via 

gulluburakyagiz@gmail.com   

  

Regards,   

Burak Yağız Güllü  

Under Secretary-General of the JCC (Joint Crisis Committee) Star Trek: Federations vs Klingons 

Committee.  

    

   

The Terms  

● Zefram Cochrane  
Doctor Zefram Cochrane was a Human scientist in the 21st century and a pivotal figure in 

Human history. An eccentric genius, he was the inventor of warp drive on Earth and became the 
first recorded Human to travel faster than light, prompting official first contact with the Vulcans.  

  
● United Earth  

United Earth, also known as the World Government, was a planetary state created through 
the unification of Earth in the 22nd century, following First Contact with Vulcans in 2063. United 
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Earth continued to exist as a member world of the United Federation of Planets 
when Earth helped found that interstellar state in 2161. However, after the Burn in 
the 31st century, United Earth seceded from the Federation  

  
● Augment Crisis  

The Augment Crisis was the name given to a series of events in May 2154 when war 
nearly broke out between United Earth and the Klingon Empire because of interference by the 
Augments.  

  
  

● Neutral Zone  
A neutral zone was a volume of space not claimed by any political power. Often, these 

volumes were created as buffer zones and borders between spacefaring civilizations. In this sense, 
a neutral zone was somewhat similar to the Demilitarized Zone that existed between the 
Cardassian Union and the United Federation of Planets.   
  

● Earth-Romulan War  
The Earth-Romulan War, also known as the Romulan War(s), was a major interstellar 

conflict fought from 2156 to 2160 between the forces of United Earth and those of the  
Romulan Star Empire. Its conclusion, which was marked by an  
Earth/Andorian/Vulcan/Tellarite alliance decisively defeating the Romulans at the Battle of 
Cheron, led to the establishment of the Romulan Neutral Zone and immediately preceded the 
incorporation of the United Federation of Planets.  
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Sheliak Corporate  
The Sheliak Corporate (or simply the Corporate for short) was the governing body of the 

Sheliak. The capital of the Corporate was the Sheliak homeworld, in the Shelia system. While the 
Federation struggled to find a common point of reference with the Sheliak, they had managed to 
smooth relations through a massive treaty, the Treaty of Armens, which ceded certain planets to 
the Corporate. Over a century later, a dispute broke out between the Federation and the Sheliak 
over Federation colonists on Tau Cygna V, a planet in the Sheliak sphere of influence. Lieutenant 
Commander Data played the lead role in trying to convince the colonists to evacuate the planet 
before Sheliak colonists arrived. Captain JeanLuc Picard used the third-party arbitration clause in 
the Treaty of Armens to resolve the conflict. The Sheliak agreed to wait three weeks for the 
colonists' evacuation.  
  

● The Polaric Test Ban Treaty  
The Polaric Test Ban Treaty was signed in 2268, which banned research into polaric ion 

energy.  
  
  

● Polaric Ion Energy  
Polaric ion energy was a highly volatile form of energy based on polaric ion particles. 

Although polaric ions were capable of generating power on a large scale, polaric ion devices were 
prone to subspace chain reactions. Such a reaction had the potential of devastating an entire planet, 
vaporizing all life within a matter of seconds. Polaric ion explosions left behind high levels of 
polaric radiation, as well as subspace fractures persisting for hours after the event.  

  
  

  
● Khitomer Accords  

The Khitomer Accords consisted of two historic peace treaties between the Klingon 
Empire and the United Federation of Planets and were the first step in reconciliation between the 
two powers. The First Khitomer Accords were signed at the Khitomer Conference in 2293 on the 
Klingon planet Khitomer The Second Khitomer Accords banned the use of subspace weapons. The 
Son'a openly flouted this accord in 2375.  
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Sector 31  
Section 31 was an organization which claimed to protect the security interests of United 

Earth and, later, the United Federation of Planets. During the mid-23rd century, they were 
considered a critical division of Starfleet Intelligence, while by the 24th century, they were 
believed to be a rogue organization not considered part of the Federation.  

  
  

● Delphic Expanse  
The Delphic Expanse was a region of space approximately fifty light years away from  

Earth. According to the Triannons, a native species which regarded the Expanse as the "Chosen 
Realm," an area that had been created by supernatural beings they referred to as "the Makers," in 
preparation for their eventual return.   
  
  
  

● Battle of Klach D'kel Brakt  
The Battle of Klach D'kel Brakt was a decisive battle fought between the Klingon and 

Romulan Empires in 2271 at Klach D'kel Brakt. The Klingon forces, led by Kor, achieved a 
memorable victory. The battle included hand-to-hand combat using melee weapons. Nearly a 
century later, Kor re-enacted the battle on Deep Space 9's holosuites. Quark complained to Odo 
that Kor only paid for one hour, but had been in there for three "fighting the Battle of 
Klachdachbrach or some such thing over and over." Odo removed Kor, who was quite drunk with 
Breshtanti ale, and had him sent to a holding cell to sleep it off.  

  
  
  

● Genesis Device   
The Genesis Device was a sophisticated technological innovation designed to alleviate 

sociological problems such as overpopulation and limited food supplies. Its development was 
completed by a team of scientists led by Carol Marcus and her son, David Marcus, in 2285 on the 
Spacelab Regula I in the Mutara sector  
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Kor, Kang, and Koloth  

Dahar Master Kor, son of Rynar, was a male Klingon military officer and ambassador in 
the 23rd and 24th centuries. He was among the most influential warriors and respected military 
leaders of the Klingon Empire. In the United Federation of Planets, he was known chiefly as being 
partly responsible for the institution of the Treaty of Organia that ended war with the UFP, and for 
being an adversary of Starfleet Captain James T. Kirk and Chancellor Gowron and a friend of 
Kang, Koloth, Curzon, and later Jadzia Dax, as well as Worf, son of Mogh.  

  
Koloth was among the most legendary warriors, heroic military leaders and adept 

negotiators in the Klingon Empire during the late 23rd and early 24th centuries. He was known in 
the United Federation of Planets chiefly for his encounters with Captain James T. Kirk and Curzon 
Dax, and for his long friendship with fellow Klingon officers Kor and Kang.  
  

Kang was among the most influential leaders and feared diplomats in the Klingon Empire 
during the late 23rd and early 24th centuries. He is known in Federation history for his long 
friendships with Kor, Koloth, and Curzon Dax, and as an adversary of Starfleet Captain James T. 
Kirk.  
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The Federation  

a. General Information  

The United Federation of Planets (abbreviated as UFP and generally known as the Federation) 

became a supranational interstellar union of a couple of planetary nation-states that operated semi-

autonomously below a single central government, based at the ideas of liberty, equality, peace, 

justice, and progress, with the purpose of furthering the universal rights of all sentient life. 

Federation individuals trade information and resources to facilitate non violent cooperation, 

scientific development, space exploration, and mutual defense.  

  

Official Logo:  

  

   
Founded:  

2161 (United Earth, Vulcan, Andorian Empire, Tellar)  

  

Location:  
Alpha and Beta Quadrant; Orion Arm of the Milky Way Galaxy  

  
Capital:  
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Paris, Earth (executive) (2293–2372)  

San Francisco, Earth (legislative) (2286)  

  

Head of State:  

President of the United Federation of Planets  

  

Head of Government:  

President of the United Federation of Planets  

  

Legislature:  

Federation Council  

  

Judiciary:  

Federation Supreme Court  

  

Major Species:  

Andorians, Humans, Vulcans, Tellars  

  

Military:  

Starfleet Starfleet Tactical  

  

Intelligence Service:  

Starfleet Intelligence  

Section 31 (unofficial)  

  
Language:  

Federation Standard  
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Currency:  
Federation credit  

  

b. History  

The Federation was based in San Francisco, Earth in 2161. The seeds of the Federation were planted 

throughout the Babel Crisis of 2154, during that a short lived alliance was formed to go looking for 

a Romulan drone ship preying on local vessels. it absolutely was this that first brought along the 

species that founded the Federation: Humans, Vulcans, Andorians, and Tellarites. Someday around 

January 2155, these four species likewise as others, together with the Denobulans, the Rigelians, 

and also the Coridanites, began talks to form what was later thought-about an instantaneous 

precursor to the Federation: the Coalition of Planets. The Earth-Romulan War, that stone-broke get 

into 2156 associate degreed was won by an alliance of forces from Earth, Andoria, Vulcan, and 

Tellar in 2160, in real time preceded the inspiration of the Federation, which transpire the subsequent 

year between dignitaries of those four planets.  

  

Although the Federation' intentions were peaceful, around it were other, more belligerent powers 

like the Klingon and Romulan Empires. because it enlarged through the admittance of more and 

more worlds, it came into conflict with these powers. in the twenty third century, its main enemy 

was the Klingon Empire, with a war happening in 2256-2257, and another in brief erupting between 

the 2 in 2267, before being halted by the Organians. However, tensions relieved significantly 

towards the tip of the century, with the Khitomer Conference of 2293 being a considerable turning 

point. This conference saw the sign language of the Khitomer Accords, that effectively terminated 

hostile relations.  

At the beginning of the twenty fourth century, the Federation began an Associate in Nursing new 

period of peaceful exploration of the galaxy, freed from major conflicts, as its main opponent of the 

previous century, the Klingon Empire, had recently departed with it. However, relations with the 
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Romulans remained hostile, albeit at a low, "cold war" level. Throughout the 24th century, there 

have been a series of conflicts because the Federation came into contact with alternative races, 

including the Cardassians, the Talarians, the Tholians, and also the Tzenkethi. Then, however, the 

period of peaceful exploration came to an abrupt end.  

   

Timeline  

● 2063: Zefram Cochrane conducts Humanity's first warp flight, leading to the first official 
contact between Humans and Vulcans.  

● 2150: Earth's last holdouts agree to join United Earth after war, crime, poverty and the causes 
thereof have been eliminated earlier this century.  

● 2151: United Earth makes first contact with Klingons and Andorians.  
● 2154: Soon after the Augment Crisis opens a diplomatic rift between the Klingon Empire as 

well as United Earth/the later Federation, contacts between both sides will remain scarce 
until the mid-23rd century.  

● 2155: The formation of a Coalition of Planets is discussed among representatives from Earth, 
Vulcan, Andoria, and Tellar, amongst others.  

● 2156-2160: In the Earth-Romulan War, Earth, Vulcan, Andoria, and Tellar defeat the 
Romulan Star Empire leading to the creation of a Neutral Zone between the two power blocs.  

● 2161: The United Federation of Planets is founded in San Francisco by the allies of the 
Earth-Romulan War.  

● 2184-2192: Jonathan Archer serves as Federation President.  
● 2223: Relations between the Federation and the Klingon Empire degenerate starting a tense 

cold war.  
● 2236: A time crystal is lost during a Klingon raid on a Starfleet research group on Doctari 

Alpha, temporarily halting Starfleet's clandestine research into time travel.  
● 2245: The inconclusive Battle of Donatu V is fought between the Klingon Empire and the 

Federation.  
● 2246: Due to a shortage in food supply, Governor Kodos of Tarsus IV orders the execution 

of 4,000 colonists, committing one of the worst crimes in Federation history.  
● 2255: This is the last time the Sheliak Corporate contacts the Federation until 2366.  
● 2256: An open war between the Federation and an internally riven Klingon Empire begins 

with the Battle of the Binary Stars.  
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● 2257: After losing a third of its ships and twenty percent of its territory, the Federation 
authorizes a commando mission against Qo'noS, which ultimately ends the war and 
stabilizes Klingon leadership.  

● 2267: After another open, but very brief war, the Federation and the Klingon Empire sign 
the Treaty of Organia establishing ground rules for further interaction and the resolution of 
territorial disputes. The same year, the Federation, the Klingon Empire, and the Romulan 
Star Empire jointly establish a colony on Nimbus III, officially declaring it "the planet of 
galactic peace".  

● 2268: The Polaric Test Ban Treaty is signed by the Federation and the Romulan Star Empire, 
banning research into polaric ion energy.  

● 2270s: An attack on Earth by a massive machine lifeform called V'ger is closely averted.  
● 2286: Another devastation of Earth is averted, when a reply to a probe of unknown origin 

can be given, whose attempts to contact Humpback whales severely affect Earth's 
atmosphere.  

● 2289: The Federation and the Klingon Empire hold a diplomatic meeting at Korvat colony, 
however without producing any substantial results.  

● 2293: At the Khitomer Conference between the Klingons and the Federation the Khitomer 
Accords are signed to establish a lasting peace between the two powers.  

● 2311: After the devastating Tomed Incident with the Romulans, the Federation signs the 
Treaty of Algeron promising no research into or use of any cloaking devices  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

c. Military Power  

1100 Starfleets  

● 300 of them were designed as supply and health ships and they are on duty at space stations 

instantly.  

● There are 800 science ships. 300 of them are scattered around different points of space on 

active duty.  
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● Besides, as the most advanced ship, the Enterprise will take a week to arrive in an active 

science mission North of the Beta Quadrant, even at its fastest on duty.  

● Science Ships have 10 light photon torpedoes prepared for self-protection. Besides these, 

there are enough phasers and smashing balls.  

  

200 Heavy Warships  

● 150 of them are stationed around Mars, the rest are withdrawn for maintenance.  

● Each of the heavy ships has enough fusion bombs to destroy one heavily armored ship. Next 

to it are 20 light photon torpedoes, 4 heavy photon torpedoes, and rail beam guns designed 

to pierce ship shields. In addition to these, phasers and 20 smashing cannons.  

  

55,500 Star Ships  

● 15,000 of them are on duty on different science ships. None of them have heavy weapons, 

only phasers.  

● 5000 pieces are used for the protection of the world and its environment. Their removal from 

the world environment was prohibited by the President of the Federation. However, it can 

be given to the command of the authorized admiral in line with the order from him.  

● It is set up for the transport of fusion bombs and the evacuation of ship personnel on duty on 

its 1000 heavy ships.  

● The remaining 29 thousand ships are allocated to the federation's high personnel. In an 

emergency, 28 thousand of them can be recalled with the authority of the high admiral's 

council.  

  

There are 2000 starfleets scrapped because they are old. Of these, only 500 are operational and all 

are science ships.  
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All connection to Sector 31 has been lost for some reason. In order to re-establish the connection, 

the work was started in line with the permission of the Federation President. But the president also 

decided to keep that division's weapons and agents as the first force and intelligence division in case 

the president and the commissioned admiral were attacked by other races.  

    

  

d. Bases  

Aside from its headquarters, located on Earth, the Federation's capital world, Starfleet also 

maintained installations throughout Federation territory.  

■ Star Bases  

Starbases were facilities set aside for resupply of the service's vessels and the 

relaxation of vessel crews, and were maintained in all sectors of Federation space. In 

addition, the service also maintained facilities beyond  

Federation territory. The most well-known of these is Deep Space 9, in the Alpha 

Quadrant.  

   

■ Shipyards  

The service also maintained a number of shipyards at which it constructed its 

vessels and designed and tested new vessels and vessel types.  

Among the most famous of these shipyards were:  

● The Utopia Planitia Fleet Yards, located in orbit around Mars  

● The San Francisco Fleet Yards, located in orbit around Earth  

● The Beta Antares Ship Yards, located in the Antares sector  

  

■ Training facilities  

Apart from Starfleet Academy, the service also maintained several training 

facilities for both officers and enlisted personnel. These included a number 
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of Academy annexes, located in different systems. Known annexes were 

Starfleet Academy (Beta Aquilae II), Starfleet Academy (Beta Ursae Minor 

II), and Starfleet  

Academy (Psi Upsilon III). The service also maintained at least one testing 

facility to evaluate prospective Starfleet Academy undergraduates for 

admission into the academy. This facility was located on the planet Relva 

VII.   

Starfleet Academy also had a training program for enlisted personnel.In 

addition, at least one other such facility was located on Mars, known as the 

Starfleet Technical Services Academy.   

   

  

    

Klingon Empire  

a. General Information  

The Klingon Empire was the official state of the Klingon people. It was based within the ninth 

century by Kahless the Unforgettable, who initially united the Klingon homeworld of Qo'noS. Since 

then, the Klingon Empire expanded its sphere of influence by capturing various systems and 

incorporating them. This created the Empire a significant power in its region of the galaxy as of the 

22nd, 23rd, and 24th centuries.  

Official Amblem:  
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Founded:  

9th century  

  

Location:  

Beta Quadrant  

  

Capital:  

First City, Qo'noS  

  

Head of State:  

Emperor of the Klingon Empire  

  
Head of Government:  

Chancellor of the High Council of the Klingon Empire  

  

Legislature:  

High Council of the Klingon Empire  

  

Judiciary:  

Judiciary of the Klingon Empire  

  

Major Species:  

Klingons  

  

Military:  

Klingon Imperial Fleet Klingon Defense Force  
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Language:  

Klingonese  

  

Currency:  

Klingon darsek  

   

  

  

   

b. History  

The mytho-historical origin of the Klingon Empire revolves around Kahless the Unforgettable, who 

emerged as a champion of the humans withinside the ninth century AD and have become the primary 

Emperor. In the 14th century, the Empire confronted certainly considered one among its largest 

threats while a race from the Gamma Quadrant the Klingons referred to as Hur'q invaded Qo'noS. 

They looted many treasured cultural treasures, inclusive of the respected Sword of Kahless, 

however, then left again. In the mid-twenty-first century, the reign of the final Emperor ended and 

authority was handed to the Chancellor of the Klingon High Council.  

  

Because of a Human-brought about clinical disaster and later territorial conflicts, United Earth and 

in the end, the United Federation of Planets has become the Empire's most important adversary 

withinside the twenty-second and twenty-third centuries, for the duration of which bloodless in 

addition to warm wars have been fought. While the Empire became in disarray as of the primary 1/2 

of the twenty-third century, the war with the Federation helped to unify the disparate Klingon Houses 

and stabilized the guideline of thumb of the Chancellor.  

Timeline  

● 9th century: Time of Kahless – After slaying the tyrant Molor using the first bat'leth, Kahless 
the Unforgettable founded the First Empire, becoming its first emperor.  
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● 14th century: Hur'q invasion – A race from the Gamma Quadrant, which the Klingons call 
Hur'q, invades Qo'noS. When they leave, they steal valuable artifacts, including the Sword 
of Kahless. Also during that century "Klingon warriors set out and slew all of their gods, 
because they were more trouble than they were worth".  

● At least several centuries before the 24th century: "The Dark Time" – Emperor Reclaw and 
the imperial family of the Second Dynasty are killed by General K'Trelan. For ten years, the 
Empire enters "The Dark Time" when it is ruled by a council elected by the people, until a 
Third Dynasty mimicking the Second is installed to rule the Empire.  

● 2016: After the Klingons destroy a Vulcan starship, the latter react with a strict fire-
firstpolicy, which earns the Vulcans respect and eventually leads to formal diplomatic 
relations.  

● Mid-21st century: The reign of the last Emperor ends and the lead of the Empire falls to the 
Chancellor of the Klingon High Council.  

● 2133: After losing the crew of a starship, the Klingon High Council forbids all its ships from 
any attempt to enter the Delphic Expanse.  

● 2151: First contact with Earth is initiated when Enterprise NX-01 assists Klaang at proving 
that the Cabal is trying to destabilize the Empire as part of the Temporal Cold War.  

● 2152 & 2153: Jonathan Archer of the Enterprise evades Klingon authorities three times after 
repeatedly "interfering" with the Empire's politics.  

● 2154: Augment Crisis – Enhanced Humans try to annihilate Qu'Vat Colony, but ultimately 
fail in their attempt to ignite a war between the Empire and United Earth. The Empire then 
uses residue of the Human DNA to breed augmented warriors of its own, but inadvertently 
creates a virus causing generations of Klingons to lose their cranial ridges amongst others. 
Sometime hereafter, Klingon-Federation encounters became very rare up until 2256.  

● 2223: Federation-Klingon Cold War – Relations between the Empire and the United 
Federation of Planets degenerate starting a tense cold war.  

● 2236: A time crystal is lost during a Klingon raid on a Federation research group on Doctari 
Alpha, temporarily halting both side's competitive research into time travel.  

● 2245: The inconclusive Battle of Donatu V is fought between the Klingon Empire and the 
Federation.  

● 2256: Provoked by Klingon noble T'Kuvma to stop the infighting among his people, the 
Empire starts a fierce, open war against the Federation.  

● 2257: The war ends with a peace accord in Paris. T'Kuvma's follower L'Rell becomes High 
Chancellor and proceeds to further unite the Klingon people.  

● 2267: After engaging in another brief open conflict, the Klingon Empire and the Federation 
sign the Treaty of Organia establishing ground rules for further interaction and the resolution 
of territorial disputes, e.g. over Sherman's Planet. That same year, the Empire, the 
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Federation, and the Romulan Star Empire jointly establish a colony on Nimbus III, officially 
declaring it 'the planet of galactic peace'.  

● 2271: Empire forces under Kor achieve a memorable victory over the Romulans at the Battle 
of Klach D'kel Brakt .  

● 2272: The Klingon Empire relinquishes its claims on Archanis IV to the Federation.  
● 2285 & 2286: Fearing it to be a new devastating Federation weapon, a diplomatic incident 

involving James T. Kirk arises over the Empire's attempt to gain information about the 
Genesis Device .  

● 2289: The Federation and the Klingon Empire hold a diplomatic meeting at Korvat colony, 
however without producing any substantial results.  

● 2290: The Albino raids Klingon colonies but three battle cruisers commanded by -Kor, 
Kang, and Koloth  fail to apprehend him. That same year, the sleeper ship IKS T'Ong, with 
standing orders to fire on any Federation vessels, is dispatched on a "crucial" longrange 
mission from which it would not return until 2365.  

● 2292: By this year, the Romulans are considered "blood enemies" in the Klingon Empire.  
● 2293: Khitomer Accords – The explosion of the Klingon moon Praxis causes an ecological 

disaster, disposing Chancellor Gorkon to pursue a full peace treaty with the Federation. 
Despite the subsequent assassination of Gorkon, his daughter and new  
Chancellor, Azetbur, participates at the Khitomer Conference, which leads to the Khitomer 
Accords  establishing a lasting peace between the two powers.  

  
c. Military Power  

30,000 Klingon Birds of Prey  

These ships are standard Klingon defense ships. All of them have invisibility veils. It has a phaser 

and 2 fragmenting balls. 10,000 are in use on Cruisers, 10,000 in Starships, and 10,000 in outer 

space.  

  

500 Star Cruisers  

These ships are the most powerful of the Klingon army. In terms of attack, it contains 1 large frontal 

fragmenter, 20 shredder guns and 15 light photon torpedoes, 4 heavy photon torpedoes. It also 

carries 20 birds of prey in it.  
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1,000 Starships  

It has the classic reflective shield and cloaking device as a defense. It has 18 splinter guns as an 

attack, 1 large splinter, and 3 photon torpedo pods. Each carries 10 Birds of Prey.  

d. Bases  

Planets  

● Archanis IV  
● Boreth  
● H'atoria  
● Krios Prime ● Maranga IV  
● Morska  
● Ogat  
● Qo'noS (Qo'noS system)  
● Qu'Vat Colony  
● Raatooras  
● Rura Penthe (Beta Penthe system)  
● Ty'Gokor  

Uncertain  

● Donatu V  
● Elas (Tellun system, claimed by the Empire in 2268)  
● Forcas III  
● Galorda Prime  
● Ganalda IV  
● Hitora colony  
● Korvat colony  
● Neural (claimed by the Empire in 2267)  
● Torna IV  
● Troyius (Tellun system, claimed by the Empire in 2268)  
● Unnamed deuterium mining planet  
● Xarantine homeworld  
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Stars and star systems  

● Beta Lankal  
● Beta Thoridar  
● Gamma Eridon  
● Mempa system  
● Pheben system  

Other stellar phenomena  

● Azure Nebula (on the border to Federation space)  
● Baber Nebula  
● Barnes Nebula  
● Betreka Nebula (uncertain, may not really border the Klingon Empire)  
● Gullory Nebula  
● Hodges Nebula  
● Stevens Nebula  
● Vodrey Nebula (on the border to Federation space)  

           

     

  

  

   

Federation vs Klingon Empire History  

  

Human-Klingon history is riddled with conflicts among the United Earth/United Federation of 

Planets and the Klingon Empire courting again to the mid-twenty second century, following the 

primary touch throughout the Broken Bow Incident and previous to the advent of the Federation. 

These conflicts have been usually taken into consideration as "annoyances' ' with the aid of using 

the Empire. (ENT: "Broken Bow", "Judgment") With the Battle of the Binary Stars in 2256, open 

war broke out among the 2-super mega-celebrity international locations for the primary, and now no 

longer the last, time.   
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The Federation-Klingon War of 2267 turned into a short battle fought among the United Federation 

of Planets and the Klingon Empire in 2267. It turned into the end result of years of annoying build-

up in a chilly situation, following the Federation-Klingon War of 2256-2257, however, turned into 

in the end inconclusive due to the fact the preventing turned into unexpectedly ended with the aid of 

using the Organians.  

  

Shortly earlier than stardate 3198.4, ongoing negotiations among the 2 facets have been in hazard of 

breaking down, and the open war turned into turning into an unwelcome likelihood. Starfleet 

Command predicted that the Klingons might release a marvel assault when they issued an ultimatum 

traumatic that the Federation withdraw from all disputed areas alongside their mutual border, such 

as Donatu V, Sherman's Planet, Organia, the Archanis sector, and different territories. When the 

Federation refused the demands, the Klingons released a direct assault – even earlier than a legit 

assertion of turned into an issue. . When the Federation starship USS Enterprise obtained be aware 

of the assertion, it turned into ordered to the planet Organia, which occupied a strategic area in 

disputed space (now the front strains). Captain Kirk's orders have been to save you the Klingons 

from occupying the planet and the usage of it as an ahead base. At the time, the Organians have been 

believed to be a simple, pre-warp agrarian society. Kirk and his first officer Spock beamed down 

and provided the Organian Council of Elders help in protecting towards the approaching Klingon 

assault; perplexingly, the Organians refused. Mere mins later, the Klingons invaded, forcing the 

Enterprise farfar from the planet and leaving Kirk and Spock stranded at the surface. Klingon 

commander Kor proclaimed the planet a brand new territory of the Klingon Empire, with himself as 

army governor. Kirk and Spock disguised themselves as Organians to combo in and keep away from 

capture; ironically, Kor decided on Kirk (alias Baroner) as his liaison to the Organian population, 

unaware that he turned into coping with the enemy.  
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Kirk and Spock attempted to salary a heroic two-guy guerrilla towards the Klingons in an attempt to 

disrupt enemy operations and to encourage the Organians to riot towards their Klingon occupiers. 

However, to save you violence, council chief Ayelborne became Kirk and Spock over to Kor, 

revealing their proper identities. Kirk and Spock have been imprisoned, however a quick time later 

Ayelborne helped them escape, claiming that he needed to defend their safety. Ayelborne turned 

into indistinct on how he penetrated the Klingon stronghold and kept away from the guards there. 

When Kirk and Spock tried to invade Kor's headquarters to maintain the commander hostage, Kor 

welcomed Kirk, and Spock permitting them to recognize that the Federation fleet turned into on its 

manner and that the Klingon fleet turned into going to fulfill them. Kor stated the war might 

determine the final results of the Galaxy for the following 10,000 years, and confident each guys 

that the Klingons might win the war, however Spock countered that Kor could not are expecting the 

final results of the war and that there have been many possibilities. Just then Klingon Soldiers 

regarded to rescue Kor, whilst on the identical time the Enterprise lower back with the Federation 

fleet, and have been approximately to have interaction the Klingons in war whilst the Organians, 

now no longer trying anymore violence, found out themselves to be extraordinarily superior non-

corporeal beings. They altered the perceptions of all Federation and Klingon ships, and soldiers, 

making it appear as though guns and devices have been unexpectedly too warm to touch.   

In this manner, they introduced approximately an abrupt cease to the strugglefare. Ayelborne 

regarded each the Federation Council and the Klingon High Council and introduced the unilateral 

imposition of the Treaty of Organia, which installed floor regulations for similar interplay among 

the 2 powers, and for the decision of the territorial disputes.  

  

  

Current Map  
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Movies and Series  

FILMS  

  The Original Series films  

● The Motion Picture (1979)  

● II: The Wrath of Khan (1982)  

● III: The Search for Spock (1984)  

● IV: The Voyage Home (1986)  

● V: The Final Frontier (1989)  
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● VI:  The  Undiscovered  Country  

(1991)  

  

  

The Next Generation films  

● Generations (1994) ● First Contact (1996) ● 
Insurrection (1998)  

● Nemesis (2002)  

  

  

Reboot (Kelvin Timeline) films  

● Star Trek (2009)  

● Into Darkness (2013)  

● Beyond (2016)  

  

   

TELEVISION SERIES  

Broadcast television series  

● The Original Series (1966–1969)  

● The Next Generation (1987–1994)  

● Deep Space Nine (1993–1999)  

● Voyager (1995–2001) ● Enterprise (2001–2005)  

   

Streaming series  

● Discovery (2017–present)  

● Picard (2020–present)  

● Strange New Worlds (upcoming)  
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ANIMATED SERIES  

● The Animated Series (1973–1974)  

● Lower Decks (2020–present)  

● Prodigy (upcoming)  

  

  

 TELEVISION SHORT(S)    

● Short Treks (2018–2020  

    

Further Readings  

  
Recommended wikis for Klingon Empire:  

Klingon Empire | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Klingon planets | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Star Trek Devletleri #2: Klingon İmparatorluğu  

Klingon history | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Klingon | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Klingon High Council | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Great House | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Klingon Intelligence | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Klingon Defense Force | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

  

Recommended wikis for The Federation:  

United Federation of Planets | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Federation history | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Federation law | Memory Alpha | Fandom  
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Starfleet | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

United Federation of Planets | Memory Beta, non-canon Star Trek Wiki | Fandom  

Category:Starships | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Category:Humans | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Category:Starfleet personnel | Memory Alpha | Fandom  

Category:Vulcans | Memory Alpha | Fandom  
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